A Note About Sticker Incentive Award Charts
Stuff To Do With The Charts:
 Run them off and let students color them.
 Give each student a plastic protective cover. You can by them by the box
(they come 100 to a box) at Sam’s Club.
 Have your students tape them to the inside top of their lift up desks, or
keep them handy inside their desks. Each month they get a new one.
 So many stickers each month earns them a reward. Type up a list of
various rewards and how many stickers each one “costs”. Great
incentive.
 I gave stickers to my 1st graders for 100% on their pre- and final spelling
tests. It got them motivated to study for the pre- tests. I give stickers for
“catching kids bee-ing especially good.
 I allow students to nominate other students for stickers for things that
they see that I don’t that are good manners, caring attitudes, etc.
 Extra effort, improvement, best effort, handing in all their work, being
the first one done, neatly and correctly all earn stickers etc.
 It’s a nice place to put stickers instead of on their papers.
 I also run a set off on construction paper, add a bit of color, cut them out
and laminate them so I can use them each year and just peel the stickers
off.
 I hang them on a bulletin board, or put a magnet strip on the back and
use them as a whole-class team effort to gain a group reward at the end
of the month. I have 3 smilie face magnets. One for morning, one for
afternoon, and one for late afternoon. They earn a smilie magnet for each
section of our day. 3 smilie magnets =’s a sticker on the incentive chart.
An entire month or so many stickers for the month =’s a class team
reward. I have 2 to 3 options for them to choose from that the class votes
on. Such a pizza, popsicles, pop corn, candy bars, ice cream etc.
 These are great charts for Behavior Modification. I have one at my desk
for any child that needs that extra incentive to behave. I also send one
home so that parents have a “Star Chart”. If the child was not in the
Time Out chair at school they get a star at home. So many stars and they
get to do something special with their family. Lots of them take them to
McDonalds or the Dollar Store.
 You can also use these in the regular way that you normally use your
sticker incentive charts.  Enjoy. My gift to you!
 If you have a special way you’re using them. Please share your ideas
with us so we can pass them along. Thanks in advance. 

